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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of slowing down of neutrons in a mixture

of moderating nuclei is of considerable interest because of it»

application in preparing multigroup areraged cross-seotion sets

used in reactor calculations* As such this has been the subject

of many previous publications 1, 2» J« 4*

The basic equation considered is the Boltzman transport

equation for a mixture of F elements. We assume an infinite homo-

geneous medium and a monoenergetic source function, so that,

CO
F(u) is the total collision density giren as a function of

lethargy u .

are the total macroscopic crosB-section and neutron flax respeoti-

•ely. p(u'->u)«l« is the probability that lethargy increases from

U.' to the interral (u,u + ol«> to a 8ingle collision with the 5
t h

species.

€; is the maximum increase in lethargy in a single collision with
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the j species. We assume that the principal moderator is

the lightest nucleus so that 6»> €»,£,,-•• 6 M .

In the method proposed lay Dawr for the moderation

in * medium containing a single type of nucleus the lethargy

range ( o , ^ ) is divided into collision intervals of length

Denoting by Fnfa) the collision density in the n interval,

we have .

(2)

where u o : (n - i ;€r , r>«'»*»3,-~ The source '<o-t f«) is given
Hi

in terms of the solution in the (n-t) interval. Observing

that for ieotropic elastic scattering in the centre of mass system,

•Hie probability p(u'-*u) is giren by the product of two functions

¿t<u) and hu') , Dawn obtains the solution for the quantity

j Fn("'){Cut) elu' and gets Fn(u) by

UO )
1

|> -I
differentiation. I

:í

'I
Here we try to extend the procedure to the case of a mixture j

of moderators. We examine first the exact approach and then

consider the application of perturbation theory for treating the j

slowing down from heavy nuclei* •
i

t)

II. A BINARY MIXTURE OF MODERATORS EXACT APPROACH : !
ft ' !

We atari by dividing the t> collision interval of the i
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principal moderator into sub intervals corresponding to the

second moderator* If e#/ £ * « /»+ if , nhere, /> it an integer

and ^J4.\ the general (n,£> interval is given by uoe <u<M„,+ ,

where

Um * (t>-o€> + t€± (3)

Here r> 9xx& € take values

Un .^, is defined by the relation, <-to,¿*., =tV#,e> . t£ u ÍM

in Use (r>, O interval we observe that (u- e,) is always in the

(n-i, t)^ interval and for all values of £ other than zero,

(u- ex) is in the (n>f->) interval. Por w in tiie (t>,oj

interval, (u- fa> will \» either in (r>-i,f>) or (n-t, f>-0

interval. We use the convention that t(n . (- -. lto-i,fi~t'+t *

oan tii«n write with f', (jt-t} £ac É t o and £'*C-O or (-2)
ft""

for /= c , U»at for u in tí»e (n,€j interval, ^u- <?,,> It in the

(fjj / V ^ interval. Then equation (1) can be separated as

follows*

XT ^ ,
tro I .

fh^ffi

•I

J "o* * *
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Observing that for isotropio elaatlo scattering In the centre

of mass system, the probability p¿ (u'->u) oan be again faetorised

u

+ I *>»(u')s P» ft*'->M̂  + JL fi ( M—u-f///j'(<•<-**«)? ¿lu' (5)

where

and ft (f-; is the Heviside unit function.

in the form n (u y-f^ (u')m& the closed form solution oan be ,

obtained. « j

where ¿>£«) is giren in terms of «solutions) in the previous Í

intervals and I

III. PERTURBATION APPROACH

The solution derived in the previous section is very j

eoaplicated for numerical computation. We therefore examina i

I
the alternative approach where the slowing down frota heavy node- J

rators* is considered as a perturbation. The additional advantage 1

of this approach is that we can consider several heavy nuolei in 1

the presence of one principad, moderator. .;
to the n oollision interval of the principal notarator I

we approximate equation (I) aa |

Fn (U ) , ¿(U) + ƒ \_, (U,4pf (u>+u) 4. £ ff (Un< f^u) H(**'-tT-tf) Pj

u
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Defiae the following operators»

M n
(6b)

(6), equation (5) can toe written as

where ^ ia the perturbing parameter. Using the first order

perturbation theory we get the following equations for i^0>(u) *«^/v, tu)t

u

We aotico that the third and fourth terns in equation (8b) oan Itt

evaluated analytically. Siaoe we alo to get a solution ia roariou»
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interrsla by recurrence we assume that /^0_/(ujalso is known*

Ttae last three terns ears be combined to gire a source term l<(u) •

The correction to the collision density i s thus also giren by

an equation with the same kexnal as that used in the equation for

the unperturbed function* Its solution in the dosed form Is

'Un ^

rg.COHCEPSION

Closed form solutions are obtained for neutron slowing

Sown equation in the case of a binary mixture of moderating nuclei.

First it is seen that the method followed by Dawn can be rigorously

extended to the case of mixtures. However, the resulting expressions

are very complicated. Hiè perturbation approach «rill gire accurate

results when the relatire scattering cross-sections of the hearier

nuclei with respect to the principal one are small* In this case

the first order correction term can be obtained by solring essen-

tially the same type of equations as that for the unperturbed function*

In a similar manner higher order corrections can also be obtained

in closed forms*
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